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A good neighborhood makes me feel like this…

… can we be more impactful for our communities?



What spaces do we care about?

What’s the best geography to communicate 
with to a broad audience?

Can we more easily communicate information 
into actionable, easily understand data (like 
rankings or scores)… to better address our 
community challenges?



Spaces we care about in ascending order 

•My Home
•My Block
•My Street
•My Neighborhood
•My City
•My Metro or Area
•My State and/or Region
•My Country
•My Continent
•Earth



How we commonly “roll up” and 
communicate spatial phenomena to the public

•My Home
•My Block
•My Street
•My Neighborhood
•My City
•My Metro or Area
•My State and/or Region
•My Country
•Earth



How we commonly “roll up” and 
communicate spatial phenomena to the public 
(like crime, home prices, household income, 
population, poverty, etc.)

Graphically and Verbally

•My Neighborhood
•My City
•My Metro or Area
•My State and/or Region
•My Country
•Earth



Denver has been wildly successful with 
communicating and marketing their 
neighborhoods

Despite having numerous challenges,
Denver and the Real Estate industry…

compartmentalized
labelled
tagged

…their neighborhoods into the public 
consciousness, for better or worse

Let’s name some…



Now let’s explore the suburbs…

How many neighborhoods can you name? 

The burbs are dominated by subdivisions and 
HOAs

Geographies that are difficult to commonly 
communicate, market, and build an identity 
with



Aurora Subdivisions



Aurora HOAs



Aurora Wards



Aurora Zip Codes



Aurora Neighborhoods… ah, just right



Cool maps that only geeks understand



Or this… code, crime data are great examples



Boiling information in easily digestible bits
for a known communicable geography like 
neighborhoods

* It helps if the 
neighborhood boundaries 
can align with census 
bounds



Auroragov.org Maps



Major Pitch Elements To Consider…

Creating a common geographical vernacular via 
neighborhoods for public discourse

Bubbling up your significant data into easily 
understood values, scores, rankings… crime, home 
prices, household income, etc. to track progress in the  
neighborhoods

Marketing of neighborhoods within your agency or RE 
community

Providing your data to significant third parties (like 
DRCOG)… so others’ datasets are bubbled up through 
the same useful neighborhood geographies 



Pull up a chair and relax… any questions?

Thank You

Bill Keever / GIS@auroragov.org
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